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On Jan. 28 in Nagoya, Japan, Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) president Enrique Iglesias
told participants at a seminar that governments urgently needed a new type of economic analysis
to cope with growing environmental problems. He said, "No government in the world today can
avoid public demands for environmental protection and legislation." The seminar, sponsored by
the IDB, was focused on review of Asian nations' experience in financing environmental cleanup and protection toward possible applications in Latin America. Iglesias pointed out the need for
government incentives and penalties as such problems "cannot be solved only through market
forces...But we need to make policies on the environment friendly to the market. It is essential
that the business community is part of the solution and not only part of the problem. Energy
efficiency, water protection and pollution prevention can increase profits." [At the conclusion of the
conference on Jan. 29, the Agence France-Presse reported that relatively little discussion of financing
environmental conservation took place. Organizers of the global environment and development
conference scheduled for June in Brazil have described financing as a "real headache." Hundreds of
politicians from Asia and Latin America, and representatives of international organizations attended
the conference. Only a third of the discussion was devoted to financing mechanism alternatives.
The rest of the conference was dominated by presentations on environmental degradation and
available conservation resources in Third World nations, as well as ecological equilibrium at a
global level. Some of the Latin American speakers took advantage of the presence of hundreds of
Japanese businesspeople by departing from prepared statements on environmental hazards to sell
investment opportunities in their home countries. According to Fulgencio Factoran, Environment
and Natural Resource Minister of the Philippines, "The problems of everyday survival determine
budget priorities" in Third World nations. He added that for millions of people in developing
countries, problems of ecological balance constitute "an abstract concept that cannot be seen, much
less eaten." Hidehiko Sazanami, director of the UN Center for Regional Development, said one of
the major explanations for the success of Japan's environmental clean-up following accelerated
development during the 1960s is local government leadership and involvement.] (Basic data from
Associated Press, 01/28/92; Agence France-Presse, 01/29/92)
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